
The human performance improvement program 
at Duke Power nuclear stations 
By TOM SHIEL 

ACONSCIENTIOUS EFFORT to get at 
the root of human perfonnance short
falls has led to the development of a 

system that has taken Duke Power's McGuire 
nuclear station from an average perfOImer five 
years ago to one of the more efficient reliable 
stations in the country. 

Recent perfonnance statistics prove the 
point. In 1998, the two-unit, 2200-MWe site 
outside Charlotte, N.C., generated a net 
18 744 903 MWh of electricity-the most in 
station history. In 1999. McGuire-l operated 
for a company-record 442 consecutive days. 
The station holds the company's record for 
longest dual-unit run-253 days fr'Jm July 2, 
1998, to March 12, 1999. 

Refueling outages at the utility continue to 
get more and more efficient. McGuire-2 set 
the company standard in April 1999 with a re
fueling outage that lasted 33 days, 6 hours. 
That broke McGuire-I's record of 33 days, 19 
hours set if) 1998. Then, Catawba-I, operated 
by Duke ¥ower, raised the bar by completing 
a 32-day outage in May 1999. 

McGuire also set a new world record for 
lowest collective dose for an ice condenser 
plant during its September 17--November 5, 
1999, refueling outage. The co!lective dose 
was 85.2 person-rem, eclipsing the old record 
of 94.5 person-rem set by Catawba during a 
refueling in spring 1999. "It was a great team 
effort by everyone working the outage," said 
McGuire site vice president Brew Barron. 

Despite having two refueling outages last 
year, the station still recorded an 89. I7 per
cent capacity factor and generated] 7 184 838 
MWh of electricity. 

It's amazing what a few years and a com
plete change of mindset can do. 

In the early I990s,vlcGuire' s perfonnance 
was declining noticeably. Operational events 
were too frequent. Refueling outages between 
1990 and 1994 lasted an average of more than 
92 days for Unit I, and more than 87 days be
tween 1990 and 1993 for Unit 2 (there was no 
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A few years and a complete change of 
mindset helped turn around flagging peiformance 
at Duke Power's nuclear power stations. 
refueling outage for Unit 2 in 1994). Capac
ity factors fell to as low as 56.6 percent in 
1990 and averaged 72.44 percent between 
1990 and 1993. The plant's SALP (System
atic Assessment of Licensee Performance) 
scores, given by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, had reached a point where com
pany management knew that strong measures 
were needed. 

"Just walking around the plant, one could 
almost feel the poor morale," an employee 
said. Duke Power's employee opinion surveys 
confinned it: McGuire employees' overall sat
isfaction level ranked at the bottom of the 
company. 

Why? What was causing such lackluster 
perfonnance and poor morale? 

Station and company officials found many 
causes, but it was clear that the heart of the 
problem lay in human perfonnance issues. 

In 1994, management detennined that the 
station's processes and programs were to 
blame. 

What does time pressure do to employees? 
What happens when they are doing things too 
routinely without any kind of change? Do em
ployees become complacent or forgetfuP Are 
they simply doing things out of habit? How 
can management establish a system to take 
people out of that habit mode'} 

At McGuire. Joseph Hussey (left). senior reactor operator. observes Paxton Fayssoux (center). reactor 
operator. as he prepares to run a nuclear service water pump in support of an auxiliary feedwater 
pump performance test. C. J. Washington (right), nuclear performance specialist, talks to personnel in 
the plant via cell phone while providing operations test technical support. (Duke Power photos by 
Marilyn Lineberger) 
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Elaine Bare, work control coordinator at McGuire, and Bruce Dills, technical specialist, discuss 
maintenance work orders. which involve determining the need for red tags, procedures, and special 
equipment. 

Answering these questions led to the for
mulation of some early initiatives. These 
included: 

Risk Assessment-Station officials deter
mined employees did not consider the conse
quences if something went wrong as they per
formed work. "We just didn't think about it as 
part of routine contingency planning," said 
Scotty Bradshaw, McGuire operations super
intendent. To correct this, management es
tablished a process to review each work order 

i assign a risk code. Assigned risk now in
ences the pre-job briefing, personnel as

signment, and supervisor/manager oversight. 
Self-Assessment-"We realized that too of

ten we waited for audit teams, NRC, or INPO 
[Institute of Nuclear Power Operations] to 
point out our problems," observed Dhiaa 
Jamil, McGuire station manager. "We set up 
an expectation and process requiring each 
group to take ownership of self-assessments 
within the grou~ We review processes and 
behaviors and identify improvement actions. 
We track actions to closure." 

Human Performance Enhancement System 
(HPES)-McGuire had actually piloted the 
INPO HPES process. The station had a site 
HPES coordinator, but little support from the 
group level. The new initiative required that 
each group designate a human performance 
coordinator. 

"Accountability for these initiatives was as
signed to line managers," said Jamil. "They 
developed detailed implementation plans. 
Looking back, the initiatives appear to be fun
damental in nature, but at that time they were 
not a conscious part of our processes." 

Bringing about such a radical change in 
mindset was not going to occ'lr overnight. The 
new structure itself required a very precise 
way of performing work. Before a job was 
'''ne, there would be a pre-job briefing dur

which employees would talk about what 
_y were going to do, how they were going to 

do it, why they were going to do it, what the 
risks were, and what the contingencies were. 
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"There were some who felt this new pro
gram was going to be cumbersome, delay 
work, and cause us to do a lot of additional 
work for no apparent reason," Bradshaw said. 
"The biggest barrier was the feeling among 
employees that this was just another program, 
and it would go away." 

But it wasn't and il didn't. 
A consultant hired to initiate the program 

told Duke Power officials it was going to take 
four to five years for the program to become 
established. "There would be some immedi
ate impact, but long term, if you don't stick to 
it, there would actually be a negative turn
around." Jamil said. 

"When this program was presented, we 
knew it would require a lot of work," said 
Bradshaw. "In reality, it forced us to plan bet
ter and give people enough time to do a good 
job of planning. And when you do a good job 

of planning, it doesn't take as long to do the 
actual work." 

"Before our focus on human performance, 
we had difficulty meeting outage schedules 
many times due to human performance prob
lems during the outages," noted Jamil. "We 
have established a positive trend of meeting 
outage schedules." 

"These initiatives and others were put in 
place to help us," said Edgar M. "Mac" Ged
die, who was McGuire station manager dur
ing the program rollout. "It's been said if 
you don't keep score, then you're just prac
ticing. We wanted to be in the game and 
needed a measure. We decided to use our 

I� corrective action program cause codes to 
trend our improvement. The codes selected 
were work practices, verbal communica
tions, written communications, and plant! 
systems operations." 

"In the beginning, we called it 'Flawless 
Human Performance,' but we scrapped that 
notion because we are human and we will 
make errors," Geddie said. "Even INPO rec
ognizes this. The issue is: Are there enough 
barriers or contingencies built in so errors 
don't become events? If you analyze an en
tire event, and study why that event hap
pened. you'll find it wasn't just one mis
take-it was five, six, or seven mistakes that 
occurred and there weren't enough contin
gencies or barriers built in to prevent the 
event from happening." 

As the industry spotlight continued to in
tensify on human performance, McGuire 
joined with the other two Duke Power-op
erated nuclear stations, Catawba and 
Oconee. to obtain some "professional" help. 
By late 1994, McGuire officials were work
ing with the station's consultant to perform 
a structured assessment of human perfor
mance needs. This common cause assess
ment identified the need for focused human 
error reduction training for technicians and 
supervisors. 

Continued 

Tony Williams (right), nuclear maintenance supervisor at McGuire, presents a pre-job briefing to Mark 
Yount (center). nuclear instrumentation and electrical specialist, and Donnie Rowland (left), nuclear 
maintenance specialist, before they perform an emergent work task. 
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The consultant trained a man
agement team on how to imple
ment a program' that would affect EVENT FREE HUMAN PERFORMANCEperformance to reduce the likeli
hood of errors or events. 

"What we did then was train the 
rest of the organization by first 
training a critical mass of people 
so the program's concepts would 
stick," Bradshaw said. "For us, 
that was maintenance, operations, 
and chemistry. We had worker 
training and supervisor training. 
You end up training a very signif
icant part of your organization. I 
would say 75 percent of the orga
nization was trained during the 
first year." 

"We all basically have an un
derstanding of why human beings 
make errors and what barriers need 
to be in place to prevent errors," he 
added. 

Each Duke Power nuclear sta
tion set out to establish such a 
program, but by 1996, each had 
headed in a somewhat different 
direction. 

Mike Tuckman, the utility's ex
ecutive vice president of nuclear 
generation, saw the problem de
veloping and stepped in to correct 
it. 

"Why would you have a differ
ent set of expectations at each site, 
especially considering that you 
have employees traveling to each 
site to perform work?" he asked. 
A quality improvement team was 
created at the corporate level to 
establish a standard set of tools 
and expectations and a standard 
structure for how human perfor
mance would be maintained. 

"There's a lot of support from 
upper management on this," Jamil 
said. "In fact, part of the incentives 
we have deal with events-events 
caused by equipment, and events 
caused by human performance is
sues. Even our incentive program 
is based on reducing the number of 
human events. There are good in
centives to remain event-free." He 
added, "This has caused us to 
achieve consistency and renewed 
dedication to continuous improve
ment in human performance." 

Personal Safety Assessment 

I Self-Check (STAR) I 
Questioning Attitude (QV& V) I 
I Procedure Use & Adherence I� 

Clear Communication Techniques� 

I STOP ••• When Unsure I� 

SUPERVISORS� 
Work Preparation� 

Task Assignment� 

Clear Accountability� 

Pre-Job Brief I Post-Job Brief� 

Field Involvement / Job Observations� 

Communication & Information� 

MANAGERS� 
• Common Mission, Goals, Expectations • Maintain Focus • Manage Change 

• Clear Priorities, Roles & Responsibilities • Perfonnance Monitoring, Observation, Feedback 

• High Standards, Knowledge & SkiU • Effective Problem Solving, Conservative Decision Making 

Human Performance Hodel. This graphic is worn by workers at all three Duke Power-operated nuclear 
stations. The concepts identified on the perimeter of the arrow are intended to support the tools inside that 
section of the arrow. QV&V~ is a registered trademark of Performance Improvement International (PII). 
(Source: Duke Power)� 

aspects of the intended task have been covered.� 
McGuire's program focuses on three key STAR stands for Stop, Think, Act, and Review. 

areas: prevention, detection, and correction. Questioning Attitude (QV& V"'*)-Ask 
Prevention involves establishing clear ex questions about the task at hand and the pro

pectations and tools for managers, supervi cedures required to complete it. QV& V stands 
sors, and individual contributors. These are for Qualify, Validate, and Verify. 
known as the six tools :or event-free human Procedure Use and Adherence-Make sure 
performance. The keys of the six tools are: that proper procedures are being followed to 

Personal Safety Assessment-Each complete a task. 
time an employee is starting a new job, Clear Communication Techniques-This 
he or she must understand the task he or includes using the phonetic alphabet when de
she is about to perform and have the nec scribing a process or procedure and making 
essary safety equipment. sure that equipment is color-coded. 

Self-Check (STAR)-After a project is com *QY& Y" is a registered trademark of Performance 1m· 
pleted, a review is performed to ensure that all provement International (PII). 
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STOP When Unsure-This is probably the 
most important of the six tools. If an employ
ee has any question or concern about the task 
at hand, then he or she should stop and get an
swers before proceeding. 

"We teach these tools in training, and man
agement continually reinforces them," said 
Jamil. 

Detection depends on conducting periodic 
common cause and management error com
mon cause analyses and using leading, real
time, and lagging performance indicators. 
"During the process we accepted that, yes, 
management can make errors," he added. 

Continued 
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Correction prevents recurrence of human� 

errors by using a good root-cause analysis� 
program for significant events and trends.� 
Corrective actions must address the root cause� 
to be effective.� 

Line ownership continues to be a "must"� 
ingredient.� 

"Our nuclear sites have a human perfor�
mance steering team, which is sponsored by� 
the site vice president and led by the station� 
manager," Jamil said. "The team consists of� 
station superintendents and managers, sup�
ported by the safety review group and organi�
zation performance improvement group. The� 
team provides overall direction for human� 
performance improvement. At the group lev�
el, we have human performance review com�
mittees led by each group superintendent or� 
manager. These committees conduct very spe�
cific reviews of trends and sponsor initiatives� 
to improve human performance."� 

Performance is measured (keeping score)� 
through an index composed of:� 
• Human performance Licensee Event Re Mike Rains (right), engineering supervisor, discusses McGuire's management observation program with 
ports (LERs). Tom Ray (left), engineering supervisor. All management team members conduct monthly in-plant 

• Human performance-related NRC viola observations of field activities to observe tasks and coach for effective human performance, including 
tions. safe work practices and appropriate use of procedures. 

• Self-improvement culture surveys. 
Specific initiatives include integrating the Parallel with and overlapping these efforts ment reliability are being addressed. 

use of human performance tools in site orga to improve human performance has been an "We continue to measure success, identify 
nizations, integrating INPO fundamentals initiative to improve equipment reliability at new problems and formulate new initiatives," 
training, completing 100 percent initial human McGuire. The overlap aspect features a focus Jamil said. "Our results show improvement, 
error reduction training, and finalizing man on prevention, detection, and correction. Also, but the game is constant and requires all team
agement error common-cause analysis action as with human performance, the management, mates to participate. We plan to continue im
plans. process, and work practice aspects of equip- I proving our score." Ml 

Adeni 
ASSOCIATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR INSTRUCTION 

ADENI'S MISSION is to develop and promote the training of speCialists in the field of nuclear energy.� 
ADENI organises international seminars in English language with lectures in Saclay� 

(20 km south of Pans. France) and technical Visits.� 

NEXTI International Seminar on Nuclear Experience in France: 
Nuclear energy economic issues, nuclear emergency strategy and

June 5 - 9. 2000 centres, NPP large components manufacture, robots and tools testing 
facilities, plant operators and simulators, fuel management. 

International Seminar on Nuclear Fuel Cycle: 2 weeks in March 2001And, later on, 
Uranium mining. reprocessing. waste management 

Intemational Seminar on N*lear Waste Management: 1week In !1:.J'st half-year 2001 

/
Inven~ry and origin of wa:;::~nd effluents. effluents treatment. waste conditIOning. Interim storage and disposal. long term behaViour and characterisation of waste 

~~:~":~j -;'j"TJJ '"'''' 
- '---""" Nelly TOULHOAT 

ADENI - INSTN PHONE 331 690871 78 and 33 1 690835 16. 
CEA I SACLAY FAX: 33 1 69 08 79 93 
91191 GIF SUR YVETTE Cede, E-MAIL Clelnt@cea Ir and nellytoulhoat@cea Ir 
FRANCE http.//www·lnstn.cea.fr/html/F_inter/adeni/Start.htm 
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